






































































































































The	 iTrust	 Water	 testbeds	 (Singapore)	 are	 small-scale	 networks	 within	 a	 controlled	 laboratory	
environment,	composed	of	a	small-scale	water	distribution	network	 (WADI)	and	a	 treatment	plant	
(SWaT).	 The	 testbeds	 are	 used	 for	 security	 analysis	 for	 water	 distribution	 networks,	 to	 assess	
detection	mechanisms	for	cyber	and	physical	attacks,	as	well	as	to	understand	cascading	effects	to	
other	connected	systems.		The	[iTrust]	Internet	of	Things	Automatic	Security	Testbed	(Singapore)	is	a	






inspect	 weaknesses	 within	 the	 infrastructure),	 design	 mitigation	 methods,	 and	 develop	 cyber-
physical	 metrics	 (i.e	 metrics	 combining	 cyber-physical	 properties),	 cyber	 forensics	 tools	 (explore	
ways	 to	 detect	 cyber-attacks	 specific	 to	 industry	 protocols	 and	 field	 devices),	 and	 secure	models	
(exploration	of	innovative	security	approaches).	
	
The	University	 of	 Illinois	 at	Urbana	Champaign	 has	 developed	 the	 Cyber-Physical	 Experimentation	
Environment	for	Remote	Access	Distributed	ICS	(CEER).	A	summary	of	this	effort	(included	verbatim	
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